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Investment Thesis

Ticker EV Share Price Target Price Exp. Return

CHDN $13.382 B $119.58 $144.91 ↑21.18%

Proven Expansion Strategy:

• Churchill Downs' fortress balance sheet has enabled a proven expansion strategy. Its 

most recent acquisitions and partnerships will bring a host of benefits to CHDN, but 

these have gone unrecognized in broader markets

Excellent Financial Performance and Superior Growth:

• Churchill Down’s increased market presence, customer base, profitability, and 

efficiency are being discounted by fears over industry decline, economic instability, 

regulations, their strategic growth initiatives, and financial ratios



Company Overview

Business Description

Churchill Downs Incorporated operates as a racing, online wagering, and gaming entertainment company in the United States. It owns 
27 regional casinos and racing properties. In addition, the company manufactures and operates wagering systems for racetracks, off-
track betting facilities, and other pari-mutuel wagering businesses. Churchill Downs Incorporated was founded in 1875 and is 
headquartered in Louisville, Kentucky.

Key Segments

• Live & Historical Racing: Includes 4 tracks & HRMs
• TwinSpires: Online wagering platform for horse racing
• Gaming Segments: Casinos with slot machines and tables



Live Racing

Live and Historical Racing

Historical Racing (HRMs)



The Kentucky Derby Maintains Broad Ranging 
Appeal and Significant Viewership

Live and Historical Racing

Live and Historical Racing Key Metrics

• CHDN accounts for an estimated ~50% of 
total historical racetrack industry revenue  

• 5 live/historical racing properties in KY with 3 
future locations

• 6 live/historical racing properties in VA with 2 
expansion projects in progress

• 12 other states with at least 1 live/historical 
racing property



Performance

•CHDN has seen 35% *handle growth from 2019 to 

2022

•U.S. online wagering market has ~45% handle growth 

from 2019 to 2022

Key Metrics

•50% market share of horse racing online betting - 2021

•Available in 16 countries

•Spun off to lower costs and increase cost efficiency

Strategy

•Leveraging market share and brand name dominance 

in the horse racing industry

•Brand partnerships with DraftKings and FanDuel

TwinSpires & Gaming

*Handle: The total amount of money wagered by bettors over a given 
period

Performance

Key Metrics

•11 casinos with ~14,000 slot machines and 300 table 
games in 10 states

Strategy

•Leverage multi-state localized approach

•HRM vertical integration

TwinSpires Gaming



Industry Overview & Competitive Landscape

Live & Historical Racing

• $402.3 billion in 2022 and expected to reach $793.9 billion by 2030 at a CAGR of 8.89%

Online Sports betting

• Recent rise in popularity due to apps like DraftKings and FanDuel

• Much of the industry is currently disregarding profitability in favor of accumulating as much market share 
as possible

• 233.7 million potential users with projected market volume in 2027 to be $131.9 billion

Gaming

• Growth is slowing due to increasing popularity of online gambling services



Stock Performance

CHDN has provided excellent historical returns but is currently in a dip which 

represents an excellent opportunity to buy.



Expansion Through Major Acquisitions

Recent Acquisitions

• Peninsula Pacific Entertainment - Acquired November 1, 2022 for $2.75 B

• Provided all assets including one racetrack, six racing facilities, and three casino 
resorts

• Included development rights to 4,250 additional HRM machines on top of the 6,810 
already in operation

• Exacta Systems - Acquired August 22, 2023 for $250 M

• Will provide significant cost-savings to HRM operations in Virginia & Kentucky

• Will improve and diversify top-line performance in both the TwinSpires and Live and 
Historical segments

• Will enable CHDN to innovate HRM production and capture third-party B2B 
revenues

Thesis Overview

Churchill Downs' fortress balance sheet has enabled a proven expansion strategy. Their most recent acquisitions of Peninsula 
Pacific Entertainment and Exacta Systems combined with their partnerships with FanDuel and DraftKings will bring a host of 
benefits to CHDN, but these have gone unrecognized in broader markets



Expansion Through Deals

Recent Partnerships

• FanDuel Partnership – Announced September 8, 2022

• FanDuel Group is a subsidiary of Flutter Entertainment, the world’s largest sports 
betting and gaming operator

• FanDuel will pay CHDN for wagering rights to their horse racing content, advance 
deposit wagering (ADW) technology, certain TV and media rights, and a Kentucky 
Derby Sponsorship

• DraftKings Partnership - Announced November 29, 2022

• TwinSpires will provide technology and rights to offer betting on their standalone 
app, DK Horse

• CHDN receives 60% of revenue generated from this partnership

Thesis Overview

Churchill Downs' fortress balance sheet has enabled a proven expansion strategy. Their most recent acquisitions of Peninsula 
Pacific Entertainment and Exacta Systems combined with their partnerships with FanDuel and DraftKings will bring a host of 
benefits to CHDN, but these have gone unrecognized in broader markets



Superior Financial Performance Will Drive Future Success Despite Fears

Thesis Overview

CHDN's increased market presence, customer base, 
profitability, and efficiency are being discounted by fears 
over:
• Industry decline
• Economic instability
• Regulations
• CHDN's own strategic moves
• CHDN's financial ratios



Superior Financial Performance Will Drive Future Success Continued

Key Stats

• Net Revenue was $1.8 B, up $212.6 M annually

• Net Income was $439.4 M, up $190.3 M

• Cash from Op was $763.6 M, up $136.6 M

• Live/Historical Racing Adj EBITDA was $287.5 M, up 

$112.5 M

• TwinSpires Adj. EBITDA was $114.1 M, up $31.4 M

• Gaming Adj. EBITDA was $421.9 M, up $10.0 M

Impact on Investors

• January 2023 was the 12th consecutive increase in dividend 

per share

• Nearly $260,000,000 in shares repurchased from 2020-2022

• Five-year shareholder return was 178% (compared to S&P 

500's return of 57%)

Shareholder Return Graph



Superior Financial Performance Will Drive Future Success Continued



Qualitative Mispricing & Actualities

Mispricing:
On June 2, 2023, CHDN 
announced suspended racing 
operations at the Churchill Downs 
Racetrack to investigate an unusual 
amount of horse injuries.

Actuality:
• The market overreacted to this bad news and did not consider that the 

new track, Ellis Park Racing & Gaming, is also owned by CHDN
• Investigations from the Kentucky Horse Racing Commission and 

Horseracing Integrity and Safety Authority found no errors in the 
track

• Fault lies with horse trainers (see Baffert v. Churchill Downs Inc)
• The 2024 Kentucky Derby will be held at Churchill Downs

Mispricing:
In early 2022, CHDN announced 
they would withdraw from the 
online sports betting industry due to 
high competition.

Actuality:
• Market mistakenly thought this was CHDN's failure to adapt to a new 

industry, but they withdrew because it didn't align with their 
investment strategy

• TwinSpires and their brick-and-mortar sportsbooks remains profitable
• They are instead partnering with players in the industry who are 

already established (DraftKings, FanDuel)



Quantitative Mispricing & Actualities

Mispricing:
Markets are concerned with the following 
regarding CHDN's financials:
• Interest Coverage Ratio: 2.2
• Current Ratio: 0.6x
• Rising Debt
• Negative Net Cash Flow
Some markets believe that CHDN's growth is 
unsustainable and that their current financial 
ratios indicate an inability to pay short-term 
debts

Actuality:
• CHDN's takes on debt to then pay for acquisitions in cash
• Strategic acquisitions and capital expenditures in 2022 with 

a combination of long-term debt and cash
• CHDN’s net cash flow is only negative because of their 

investment in long-term cash flows
• CHDN was recently approved for a revolver increase from 

$700M to $1.2 B, and they have $1.0 B available for use
• The Company's current (0.6x) and quick (0.4x) ratios are 

not unlike some competitors (Caesars 0.7x and 0.5x, Boyd 
Gaming 0.8x and 0.6x)



Review of CF Statement Analysis



Risks and Mitigants

Risk: Horse Race Industry Decline
Horse racing has declined in popularity. More than 40 
tracks have closed since 2000 (33,453 races in 2022, down 
from 74,000 races in 1989). Additionally, there are more 
concerns regarding the ethics of horse racing.

Mitigants:
• The 149th Kentucky Derby had 14.8 M viewers, which surpassed the Masters Final Round, 

the Daytona 500, the Indy 500, Formula One, and the Miami Grant Prix
• Demand for premium Kentucky Derby tickets exceeds supply
• CHDN is conducting more live races than ever before (79 live races in 2023, up from 65 in 

2020)

Risk: Discretionary Income Declines
CHDN operates in the Casino/Gaming industry which is 
heavily reliant on discretionary customer spending that 
shifts with economic conditions.

Mitigants:
• Regional casinos (like the ones that CHDN operates across the eastern US) are more resilient 

than large, international casino chains
• Customer spending has strengthened despite economic troubles (The casino/gaming 

industry now beats pre-pandemic revenue levels and generated $329 B in revenue in 2022)

Risk: Intense Regulation
Activities like betting, horse racing, and casino gaming are 
heavily regulated by state and local authorities who have 
the power to restrict CHDN's businesses.

Mitigants:
• CHDN is not currently involved in any abnormal lawsuits (class action lawsuits settled, won 

lawsuit against horse trainer Bob Baffert, etc)
• Runs most profitable horse wagering platform that meets all governmental regulations



• Consumer Sector currently owns MCD (restaurants), MBUU (leisure 
products), HD (home improvement, ), and PG (consumer staples)

• CHDN exposes the portfolio to the higher-cost side of discretionary spending on 
leisure and entertainment, while also including a "household name" aspect like PG

• May sell off MBUU and trim HD positions to keep the portfolio balanced

Role in Portfolio & Timeline

Hold as expansion projects are completed; check 

revenue growth to see if it aligns with predictions

Reevaluate 

Investment

FA23 SP24 FA24 SP25 FA25

Purchase 

CHDN, Derby 

City Opens

Paddock Project 

& Jockey Club 

Completed

Net Income 

on track to 

hit $3 B

Sector 

Review

Dumfries and 

Terre Haute 

Completed



DCF: Gordon Growth Method
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DCF: Multiples Method 
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Valuation Summary

Current 

CHDN Share 

Price: $119.58
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Churchill Downs Inc. Valuation



Analyst Estimates

Bloomberg

CNN Nasdaq

Wall Street Journal



Investment Thesis Recap

Ticker EV Share Price Target Price Exp. Return

CHDN $13.382 B $119.58 $144.91 ↑21.18%

Proven Expansion Strategy:

• Churchill Downs' fortress balance sheet has enabled a proven expansion and 

divestment strategy. Its most recent acquisitions and partnerships will bring a host of 

benefits to CHDN, but these have gone unrecognized in broader markets

Excellent Financial Performance and Superior Growth:

• Churchill Down’s increased market presence, customer base, profitability, and 

efficiency are being discounted by fears over industry decline, economic instability, 

regulations, their strategic growth initiatives, and financial ratios



Appendix



Appendix A: DCF Assumptions & WACC Calculation



Appendix B: DCF Income Statement Projections



Appendix C: Management & Institutional Ownership

Leadership Team



Appendix D: Live & Historical Racing + Gaming Properties
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